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Silicon Valley’s Old Money

A
OPINION
BY MARGARET
O’MARA

A professor of
history at the
University of
Washington and
author of the
forthcoming “The
Code: Silicon
Valley and the
Remaking of
America.”

SLEW of boldfaced tech names, beginning with the ride-sharing
platform Lyft, are entering the
stock markets. Lyft’s main competitor, Uber, along with Pinterest and
Slack, may list their shares this year, and
possibly Airbnb in 2020. All of these startups present themselves as disruptive departures from old norms. But in fact, close
ties to previous tech generations are crucial to their success. Look closely at who
the investors are, and you will find that the
financial DNA of today’s star companies
goes back to Silicon Valley’s early days.
Lyft, for example, has major investors
and board members who made their fortunes at Google, PayPal, eBay, Netscape
and AOL. The venture firms that backed
those superstars of the dot-com era were
founded by veterans of the Valley’s early
semiconductor industry. The chain of investment and mentorship goes back all
the way to the region’s original garage
start-up, Hewlett-Packard.
That long lineage graces nearly every
tech superstar, as those enriched by prior
tech booms pick the winners of the next
one. Venture capitalists usually begin
their careers as engineer-entrepreneurs,
parlaying the wealth and experience
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Valley’s charmed circle. Marc Andreessen, for example, went from graduate student to multimillionaire when his
internet browser company, Netscape,
went public. Although Netscape’s glory
days didn’t outlast the dot-com boom, Mr.
Andreessen became a venture capitalist,
founding Andreessen Horowitz in 2009.
He has served as a mentor to tech wunderkinds, and with a stake of more than 6
percent in Lyft, Andreessen Horowitz is
poised to reap yet another windfall.
The venture capital cycle helps preserve wealth amid rounds of creative destruction. Amazon was among those that
crashed during the dot-com bust, but even
at the company’s low point, its founder
and chief executive, Jeff Bezos, was making personal investments in new companies, including Google and, more recently,
Uber and Airbnb.
Many in the tight-knit group behind
PayPal, which was bought out by eBay in
2002, have been friends since their days at
Stanford. One of them, David Sacks, has
investments in Uber, Lyft, Airbnb and
Slack.
Early employees of Google and Facebook have also used their fortunes to become investors. Former Googler Chris
Sacca holds a large stake in Uber. Facebook’s Dave Morin was an early investor
in Airbnb, Pinterest and Slack.
These connections are an ingredient of
Silicon Valley’s magic: The wisdom of previous tech generations guides untested
entrepreneurs. But these relationships
also create blind spots. It becomes difficult for new ideas — and new people — to
break in. Despite some recent gains in Silicon Valley, there are almost no women
lead investors or angels in the early venture rounds of this new batch of I.P.O.s, or
in the generations before.
Today’s tech companies enter the public
markets at a moment of reckoning, as Silicon Valley faces a backlash from regulators and consumers. The tightly knit nature of tech investment has not prepared
its leaders well to meet this challenge.
The cycle is about to begin again, as
venture capital opens its ranks to the
soon-to-be-very-wealthy beneficiaries of
this year’s I.P.O.s. The employees of Lyft
and other companies, who are about to become the latest additions to the family
tree, have a choice. They can keep the circle charmed and small, or they can use
their windfall to really change the world.
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gained inside companies into careers nurturing the next generation of start-ups.
The biggest tech companies start their
own venture funds as well.
The multigenerational flywheel began
in the mid-1950s, when William Shockley,
a co-inventor of the transistor, moved to
California to start his company, Shockley
Semiconductor. In addition to being a brilliant engineer, Dr. Shockley was a virulent
racist and a terrible boss, and the talented
young men he hired to work with him
swiftly decamped to start their own firm.
Dr. Shockley’s “traitorous eight” formed
Fairchild Semiconductor in September
1957, less than a month before the Soviets
launched the Sputnik satellite.
By the 1970s, many entrepreneurs were
switching gears to venture capital. Executives from Fairchild and Hewlett-Packard
founded Kleiner Perkins and Sequoia
Capital, the firms behind four decades of
monster Silicon Valley hits.
Among the first of these spectacular
plays was Apple. “Like bears attracted to
very sweet honey,” is how one Wall Street
analyst described the stampede to get a
piece of Apple’s 1980 stock offering. Apple’s I.P.O. gave the four-year-old company a valuation greater than Ford’s or
Bethlehem Steel’s.
One hit is often all you need to enter the
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An essay last week about online friendships misidentified the country in which
the funeral of the disabled gamer Mats
Steen was held. It was Norway, not the
Netherlands.

